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CHAPTER T 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been considerable·research interest in 

evaluating nursing education in order to move forward to meet. the in

creasing demands .for qualified nurses to fill the complex. and varied 

nursing care needs of the future. One nursing education area of special 

interest and concern is that of clinical practice for· ·the nursing ~tudents. 

This is particularly true since the advent of associate degree programs, 

the gradual phasing.out of ·diploma. schools, and the increasing number 

of baccalaureate degree programs. 

·Problem 

The literature of nursing uses more and more the terms "technical" 

in conjunction with the associate degree programs and "professional'·' in· 

conjunction with the· baccalaureate programs. Is this divergence of, 

focus reflected in the students' perceptions of the value and purpose 

of clinical experience? Do the students in two-year programs and ·four..,.. 

year programs receive similar satisfactions and undergo similar stresses, 

or are they different? Many descriptive stu.dies of· nursing student;s' 

attitudes toward specific areas of clinical practice~ such as the care 

of geriatric p~tients, mentally-ill patients, dying patients, alcoholic 

patients, or patients with cancer or tuberculosis, have been published. 
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A few descriptive studies. of student attitudes towar~ general clj,nical 

experience have·beeh published also~ but a careful search of the litera-

ture found none which att·empted to compare the ·attitudes of "professional" 

and "technical'1 students toward clinical experience. 

·Purpose 

It is the purpose of this study to determin~ _.whether baccalaureate · 

students and associ~te degree studerits.differ in their perceptions of 

the purposes, value, satisfactions and stresses in student clinical 

practice, and to determine whether a background containing pri~r nursing 

experience affects the attitudes of the students in the tw6.programs. 

Significance·of the-study 

Signifi:cant ·differences in stu~ent ·perceptions and attitudes· may 

indicate whether the clinical experiences provided are geared to the 

different purposes inherent in each of the programs. The·Surgeon 

General's Consultant Group on Nursing describes the aims and objectives 

of each progr~m in a. bulletin published by the Department of Health,· 

Education, and Welfare. 
) 

The baccalaureate degree program aims· to_prepare 
graduates to plan.; direct, provide, and e~.raluate . 
direct nuTsing care -to patients in a variety of settings; 
to demonstrate and_ interpret nursing care to others; to 
function·as team leaders; to function as public health 
nurses; and to advance to head nurse positions. The 
program also provides graduates with a base to:begin· 
graduate education.· (B,_p~ 13). 

The associate degree program aims to.prepare graduates 
·under supervision as beginning staff nurses to give 
direct nursing care to patients and ~0 collaborate 
with other nursing ·and health team ~embers in providing 
individualized nursing care. (8, p. 16) 

:.·.: 



. The ·quality of nurse.-patient ·. interactio.n · is undoUbtedly influenced 

by the nurse's attitude . to~ard patient care~ If the stu_dent perceives 

her clinical experien·ces. as. satisfying arid valuable' she will have a 

more positive 'and. <therapeutic attitude 0 toward the ·patient and more 

esteem for. her own ro~e. If the student nurse experiepces high levels 

of stress and·~nxiety in "the clinical setting, she may ·dE?velop negative 

feelings. 'about both her clients and her role as a nurse.- In this s.tudy, 

.satisf.actions and s.tresses of clinical experience are examined, with 

_the implication 'that. significant find.ings may. indicate that nursing 

. education metho'ds. and. approaches to clinical instruction· may need to 

be. re-evaluated and modified to increase the satisfactions -and reduce 

the stresses £or the nursing student. 

.3 

The study.may also have practical value in terms of assisting nursing 

educators to gain a better understanding of the nursing student in the 

clinical setting. In turn, the student's performance in the clinical 

area would be enhanced by _the imp~bved emotional climate of understanding. 

Limitations of the Study 

It. is r~cognized that this study of student attitudes toward clini

cal experj,.ence is. limited by several factors. External validity is · 

limit~d by th~··inaccessibility of more than one school of each type in 

the sample, and by sampling from only one sect·ion of the country. It 

is. well known that teachers "teach as they were taught," and the pre

paration of the ·instructors in the two schools was not examined. At~i-

. tudes.of tea~hers, reflecting the philosophy of .their_own,nursing edu.:.. 

ca.t·ion ~·may have affected the attitudes of their students. 



In an.attempt.to control· for internal validity the sample.subjects 
. I 

were· selected from N.L~N~ accredited, ·state~·supported, .schools· in the 

, same·general geographical area. Th~ .enrollment in e.ach nursing progrc;3.m 

includes poth majority .and minor.i ty racial groups. Students who par

ticipa~ed in tpe· s·tudy wer~ in the ·middle levels of their program, 

neither new freshman nor senior.s nearing graduation . (or sophomores 

nearing gra:duation, in the case of the A;D. students) •. However, it 

is possible that the inclusion of these students in the sample,· in 

order to have a more representative·group from each nursing program, 

might . have yielded different results in the study .. 

Since attitudes tenq to be modified by surroundi_ng circumstances, 

it is recognized· that some of the attitudes expressed by the subjects 

might vary if the questionnaire were sUbmitted by a different person 

at a different time, or even in a different location. Reliability 

would be increased by using studen~ subjects from a la·rger number of 

schools arid a larger number of items on the·questionnaire. Because 

of the existenc~ of the above limitations it is acknowledged that the 

generalizabili ty of the findings ·of the study is restricted .• 

Definition of Terms 

The ·following terms are operationally defined for the purposes· of· 

the study.· 

Attitude of nursing students includes the sum total of the st-udent's 

inclinations and feelings,·prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, 

ideas, fears,. and convictions about clinical experience. (9) 

4 
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·cJ,.inical·experienc~ ·~efen:1 to .those. specific situations .in which there· 

is inter.a.ction between the. student. and· one .or more clients in either 

episodic or· dist.ributi ve health-care s~ttings. 

Inexperienced student (or non-experienced: student) refers to a 

nursing $tudent subject who has ·had no prior work experience .in nursing 

before enter.ing the school of nursing. 

L.P.N~ ·student refers to a nursing student subject who has had· pre-

vious nursing experience . as a licensed practic.al. nurse before entering 

the nursing. program in which she is presently enroll~d. 

N.A. student refers to a nursing student subject who has had ex-

perience in a non-lic~nsed nursing position prior to entering the school 

of nursing. · N.A. students include those who have worked as nurse's 

aides; nursing assis:tant,s' o'rderlies' or medical corpsmen~ 

Purpose is defined as useful or ·functional. aims , objectives, or 

results to be attained by experience in the clinical setting.· 
. . ' . . 

Satisfaction is defined as the 'fulfillment of· a need or want; a 

.cause' or means of a pleasing or ~njoyable experience by the· student in 

the clinica.+- setting. 

Stress is defined as any physiological or emotional factor that 

causes bodily ·or. m~ntal tension or creates anxiety about the clinical' 

experience ·in the student . 

. Value refers to a ·quality of excellence or importance. which is con-. 

sidered intrinsically desirable or of some degree of permanent worth 

by the nursin~ student~ 

:Assumptions 

It i$ assumed in this study that attitudes are measurable entities 

. ~ 



and can be represented as points on a. linear_cont~ni.il,Jm. It is further 

assumed i;hat there is' value in knowing the attitudes of student nurses . 
. .. 

in regard to clinical experi~nce. 

·Hypotheses 

Throu.gh observation, personal experience, and a study of the litera-

ture, the following null hypotheses .were formulated for study:· 

1. Th~re are no differences in the manner in 
which nursing students in a baccalaureate 
degree program and nursing students 'in an 
associate degree program perceive the pur~ 
poses, value, satisfactions, and stresses 
of ·clinical experience. · 

2. There are no differences in the manrier in 
which students who have had no prior nursing 
experience and· students who have had prior 
nursing experience before enrol~ing in.their 
school of nursing perceive the purpo·ses, value, 
satisfactions, and stress~s of clinical ex~ 
perience. 

· Thus far the setting for .this study has been provided through pre-

sentation of t?e problem, the purpose and significance of t~e study, 

the limitations of the study and operational definitions of pertinent 

terms. The following chapter presents the method of t:he study, in-

eluding selection and '·descriptio'n of the sample' instru~entation and 

collection.of the data, and method of statistical analysis of the data. 

6 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 

Although there are no published studies spe.cifically comparing the 

attitudes of baccalaure-ate and associate degree· students toward clini

cal prac;;tice, ·there_ have been a few descriptive _studies published in 

the last ten ·ye_ars dealing with the attitudes of student nurses· toward 

direct patient care :experiences_~ 

In 1963 Fox, et al., (1, 2) published two descriptive studies based 

on an extensive· research pro]ect on sa~isfying and s'tressful situations 

in nursing education progra'fil:s. In·these studies the stress-es and satis

factions of various aspects of clinical experiences were examined, as 

wel~ as relationships between the ·students and other hospitai personnel 

and their instructors. It was concluded that a high satisfaction potential 

for students lay in the actual. process of caring for patients.· 

A 1964 ·'study by Sister Louise Marie Vaughan ( 10) found that collegiate 

and 'diploma nursing students. showed no difference i.n the degree of favor

ableness with which they viewed direct patient· care, and that both 

demonstrated a h~ghly ·favorable attitude toward. their patient care ex

periences. 

In 1969 Gunter (3). found, in a study o£ self-appraisals and concerns 

of sophomo're.nursing 13tudents, that satisfactions in nursing education. 

come primarily frorn·the nursing aspects, from the opportunities to care. 

for patients, while the stresses in nursing come primarily from the 

7 



educationai . a.spects .. 

In 1969; ~;~so-,. Stein {7)· published a descriptive study of the atti-

tudes of s~nior nursing students. toward academic and clinical aspects 

of their student nursing experienc~·-. Some of the findings ·of this 

study were: 

Professional values were oriented to satisfying 
patient car-e, with two-third~ stating that their 
best nursing education ·was· achieved in clinical 
practice. (p. 439) 

Problems involving discrepancies between clini
cal and educational areas were dealt with oniy 
"moderately" to "not very we_ll.-" _(p. ·440) 

Conflicts /existed/ between the concepts .·of 
ideal nursTng and-nursing in the actual situation. 
(p. 440) 

The most recent .study of stuqent ·attitudes toward clinical nursing 

experience was included as a segment of a broader study of nursing stu~ 

dent attitudes by Singh (6) in 1972.·- In this British study it was 

concluded that, although negative attitudes toward some specific as-

pects of clinical practice predominated, positive attitudes were 

generally pre.sent·, reinforcing those conclusions reached. in the- earlier 

American studies. ·. 

It seems· apparent_ that clinical practice fills an important plc;J.ce 

as a .source of.great satisfaction in ~he nurse's prepar<:tion in any 

program. It seems pertinent at this time. to consider, in view ·of 

the changes which-have occurred and are occurring in nursing education, 

whether clinical experience~_are still perceived-as satisfying, pui1-: 

_pos~ful, and valuable,· and whether there is a d~fference.between the 

perceptions of the "professional" and the "technical" nursing student. 

8 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Selection and· Descrip.tion ·of' the ·Sample 

All nursing students who were in the ·Adult Medical-Surgical Nursing 

I classes in a large southern'college of health-s<;iences school of 

nursing and all nursing students who were in the second semester of 

Fundamentals of .Nursing or the first semester of Adult Nursing classes 

in a sma1·1 southern community junior college· comprised the sample for 

the ·study. ·This sampling permitted comparisons between student groups 

with approximately similar amounts and kinds of clinical experience. 

Baccalaureate sophomores in their third quarter and juniors in their 

first or second quarter.who were in.the same Adult Medical-Surgical. 

Nursing ciasses were estimated to have had somewhat .the same exposure 

to the clinical setting as second semester freshmen and first semester 

sophomores in the A.D. Program. It is felt that students at these 
, . I '· 

levels will have. had sufficient clinical experiences to have fo~mulated 

attitudes and opinions about them. Both programs include ·students who 

have worked as nursing ·aides or assi~tants o~ as L.P~&.s before ante~-

ing the nursing school program. 

The sample totalled 113 nursing students,_61 ·from the baccalaureate 

degree program and 52 frqm the associate degree program. Factors in-

9 



fluencing the selection'·of' the two .schools from which the s~mple was 

_drawn were .the accessibility of both schoois to. the investigator, 

the similari ti.es. of the two schools in that both were· in 'the South-Cen

tral section of the United States, had enrollments of both.majority 

and minori ~y racial g!"loups, were N .• L. N. accredited and state supported, 

and were each dedicated to a basic philosophy ~onsistent with·the aims 

and objectives suitable to that type of-nursing education program. (5, 

p. 27) 

Each student subject completed a .biographical data sheet, using 

only the code number on the questionnaire as identif,tcation. These data 

sheets revealed that the B.S.N. students ranged in age from 19 to 38 

years qf age with a mean ag_e of 21 years. . The A.D. students ranged 

from 18 to 50 years of age with a mean age of 26.6.years. It was noted 

that more than 88 per cent of the. B.S.N. students were.22 years of age 

or younger, but only 42 per ·cent of the A.D. students were in this age 

category·. Only 3 per cent of the B.S. N. students were 30 or older, · 

'while 32 per cent of the A.D. students were ·30 or older, with 7 students 

in this group being 40 to 50 years of age. bata.derived from the bio-· 

graphical data sheet are tabulated in Tables I and II. These findings 

are fairly typical, sirice four-ye~r-colleges are·more often chos~n 

by young students inter.ested in professional nursing education·, and the 

two-year community colleges are mar~ often attended by stu~e~ts ~eeking 

or extending· a . career later in life when spouses' occupation or fa_mi~y 

responsibiliti~s·p~event leaving home to go to college . 

. Thirty-three of the 61 B.S.N. students had had previous nursing e~

perience, ·32 in non--licensed nursing positions, and one as an L.P .N_. 

10 
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Previous. 

. Nursing 

Experience 

Level in 

School-.': 

Sex· 

Age 

TABLE I 

GHARACTERISTICS OF THE· STUDENTS· 
WHO· COMPOSED THE SAMPLE 

. . B.S.N. 

·No. . '% .. 

None· 28 46. 

. N.A . .·32 52.4 

·L.P.N. 1 1.6 

1 :29 47.5 

2 . :3-2 52.5 

Female :.57 93.5 
.. 

Male 4 6.5 

,. 

18 - 22 .:54 88.5 

23 29 
.• ·s. 8.3 -

30 - 39 '2 3.2 

40 - 50 0 0 

no response 0 0 

-

A.D • 

·No. % 

22 42.3 

12 23 .1· 

18 34.6 . . 

•. 

38 73.1 

14 2'6. 9 
; 

49 94.2 

3 5.8 

22 42.3 

12 ·23.1 

9 ·17.3 

7 :13.5 

2 3.8 

*Level 1 indicates third quarter of sophomore year for B.S.N~· 
students and second semester of freshman year for A.D. students. 

·tevel 2 indicates first: and second quarters of junior yea~ for 
B.S. N. students· and first semester of sophomore year for A. D .. 
students.· 

11 
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TABLE II. 

AGES· OF ·STUDEN';I'S .. IN ·(;ROUPS AND SUBGROUPS 

Range 

No .. 18-22 23-29 30-39 40-50 N.R. ·Mean** Median** 
. . .. 

BSN no exp. 28: 25 1 2 0· 0 21.5 . 20 

N~A • 32 28 4 d 0 0 20.5 20 ... 
LPN* 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Total 61 53• 6 2 0 0 21 20 

.[A.D. no exp. 22 11 6 4" 0 .. 1 22.6 ·20.5 
. .. 

. N .A. 12 8 2 2 0 0 23. 22.5 
.. 

.. 
LPN 18 3 4 3 7 1 33.9 36 

·-

Total 52 22 12 9 7 2 26 ~-6 ·20 

·* Since there_ was. only one L.P.N. in the baccalaureate sample group, 
this stud~nt was grouped with th~ N .. A •. students for the analys_.is of 
da~a. 

** Two of the 52 A.D. students did not fill in age on the bi9graphical 
data sheet, therefore, mean and median ages are based on a population . 
of 50 A.D. students. 
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F.or th~ purposes of this study, the single L.P.N. in the B •. s .. N. group 

is included with the students with N .·A .. · experience. Thirty of the 52 

A.D. students had had previous nursing experience, .12 as nurses t: aides 

or similar positions, and 18 as L.P.N~s. 

The large number of L~P.N.s enrolled in the connnunity junior college 

from which the .samp~e was. selected ·is accounted for .by the fact that ·. 

there is also a vocational school·with a practical nursing progr~m in 

the same area, and .by the advantages given tq L.P.N.s entering the junior 

college~ They may achieve advanced standing in the school· through challenge 

examinations for some of the nursing courses. 

·rnst.rumentation and ·coliection of the Data 

The questionnaire was composed of 29 ·items adapted from the studies· of 

Fox, Gunter, and ·Singh (1, 2, 6). The questions were followed by responses 

arranged on a Likert-type scale, and couched in language such as the student 

might be expected to use 'in free responses to the .questions. The queBtioas 

wer~ not subjected to reliability ind validity studies since they were 

derived from questions used in similar studies whose authors had tested 

their question items. 

The st~dents were given the questionnaire, ·identified .py a code number, 

and i~structed to write the code number and their responses on a mark-

sensitive data card. They were as.sured that the information would be 

considered confid~ntial and us.ed for research purposes only. The stu-

dents were further advised that there were no right or wrong answers, 

that the researcher was interested only in what.they thought and felt 

about some things. 
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A biog~aphical data sheet' which was cidentified by the' Sa!I!e code 

number, was submitted to each .subject to ·elicit information regarding. 

age, sex, .marital s~atus, amount and type ofprevious nursing experience, 

and present level in the school of nursing. 

In every case a class· instructor administered the questionnaire to · 

her group. of students.- Each instructor read the same set of written 

directions .furnishedcby the researcher. 

Appendices A, B, and C present the questionnaire, the· biographical ( 

data she.et' and the- directions for administering the questionnaire. 

Analysis of· Data · 

The chi-s-quare test from the SSPS statistical package for the·social 

sciences·was ·used for the questionnaire and ·for the biographica~ data 

relative to prior experience in nursing. Throughout.the study the 5 

per cent level of significance was accepted, while the ·10 per cent 

level wa~ considered as suggestive of possible logical conclusions~ 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS .AND INTERPRETATIONS 

The findings of the study constitute a comparison of· attitudes and, 

-perceptions of baccalaureate degree nursing stud~nts· and associate de-

gree nursing students regarding the purposes, value, stresses, and 

satis'factions of. clinical experience. The. student sample from each 

. program was comprised of students who had had no previous nursing ex-

perience of any kind and students who had had prior experience as non-

licensed nursing personnel or as ·licens·e·d practical nurses before 

enrolling. in their present ·school of nursing_. A series of .two-way 

analyses of the ·data was ·done to determine any significant. differences 

in attitudes between the students in t'he two programs, and among the 

students with varyin? previous nursing·experience within. each p:rogram. 

The fi~dings have been divided int·o the four att.itudinal areas of 

purposes, val1,1e, ·.stresses, and satisfactions,. for discussion of the . 

findings and their interpretation. The investigator based her inter-

pretations on a .review of the lit~rature and personal knowledge and 

experience. 

Purposes·of'Clinical'Experiences 

The total curriculum and each of its parts, including clinical 

aspects, must. reflect the unique philosophy-of the particular nursing 

15 



education Pr'.ogram. Stated obje"ctives in accord wi"tli the· iihilo.sophy 

function ,as guides t.o the definition of behavioral changes expected 

of students~·. selection. of content' selection and organization of de

.· Sirable learning ~ctivities, selection of teaching techriiques best 

suited to meet the desired behavioral outcomes, and measurement of the 

.. 16. 

effectiveness of· the · select.ed teaching-learning activities. ( 5 ·, pp. 95, 

96) The, essential purpose of education at the clinical level is to: 

· .. ~fulfill those pre-determine.d, carefully screened 
objectives specifically: designed to offer students a 
wide range of opportuniti~s in a variety of life situ~ 
ations.in which they may demonstrate their abilities 
to apply.theoretical knowledge to the practice.of 
nur~ing care so that the· prescribed behavioral ob
jectives can be a.ccomplished in a meaningful w·ay. 

"(5, p~. 97) 

Since.no one can identify or teacp. all the kinds of nursing skills 

that will be· needed by the student, teachers of clinical nur,sing must 

be responsible for providing experiences that develop skills in learn- . 

ing. how to find ~nformation, how to.utilize opportunities to learn, how 

to assume responsibility for self learning, ·how to solve problems, and . 

how to apply learned.knowledge and skills to new .situations. It is the 

purpose of this .part.of the study of student attitudes to determine 

whether· the students recognize the objectives of their clinical ex-· 

perience and whether. stu~ents of baccalaureate programs and of asso-

qi~te degree programs perc~ive differences in the aims of their ex-

periences ·in the· clinic~l·. setting. . Nine items or variables· relating to 

the purposes of clinical experience were analyzed. Table III presents 

the student'responses to these items. 
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· TABLE III 

STUDENT RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS· RELATING . 
TO PURPOSES OF CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

A. copy of the questionnaire including p·hrase ·re~ponses is located at 
Appendix A.· 

Q. no., 
Signif. Question. Group·· ·.A 

Responses.· ( %) 
B · · · ·c · · · ·D · · · ·E · 

3 Are you given opportunities to make -BSN ··18.0 31.1 29.5 21~3 0 
decisions in the clinical experience 

.0037 situation?. AD 17.6 9.8 49.0 13~7 9.8 

5 

~0000 

8 

~0000 

1],. 

~0053· 

·13 

~ 3898 

Do you thibk your instruction is 
mostly skill~oriented or theory
oriented? 

Do you select your own patients? 

Do you think the. nursing personnel 
with whom you come in contact view 
your function as essentially ser
vice or essentially learning? 

Do your clinica~ experiences give 
you an opportunity to learn to 
deal with. the patient's family?. 

15 Do you view your clinical experi-
ences as primarily to develop · 
technical expertise or primarily 

· · ~o develop skill in dealing with 

.3181 

16 

~0407 

21 

.0048 

22 

.0018 

psychosocial aspects·of patient 
care? 

Are you entrusted with respon
sibility in your clinical ex
periences? 

Are there opportunities for you 
to direct the·work of others in 
you~ cilipiqal e~periences? 

Do you feel free to offer sugges
tions fo.r ways to do things better 
·in the clin~cal setting? 

BSN 3.3 6.7 20.0 55.0 15.0. 

AD 9.6 30.8 51.9 5.8 1.9 

BSN 24~6 47.5 19.7 6.6 1.6 

AD 1.9 3.8 3.8 11.5 78.8 

BSN 1.6 9.8 32·.8 42.6 13.1 

AD 17.3 17.3 38.5 21.2 5.8 

BSN 5.0 11.7 40.0 30.0 13.3 

AD 7.7 21.2 44.2 19~2 7.7 

BSN 6.6 6.6 62.3 19.7 4.9 

AD 5.8 5.8.78.8 7.7 1.9 

BSN 55.7 23.0 9.8 11.5 0 

AD 44.2 19.2 30.8 5.8 0 

BSN 5.0 8.3 40.0 35:0 11.7 

AD 5.8 0 21-. 2 36. 5 _36. 5 . 

BSN 16.4 39.3 29.5 13.1 1.6 

AD 15 . 4 13 . 5 2 5 . 0 3 4 ·. 6 . 11 . 5 
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'Variables·R~lati:ng·ta·Autort6rny·a.nd·Leadership 

. Baccalaureat~ students' responses to the. variables relating to 

autonomous.· activities and ieadership aspects of' clinical experience. 
. . 

were consiE;te~tly and .significantly different from the· responses of 

the associa-te degree stud~nts. There were no significant differences 

within either group when the groups were broken down into sub-groups 

consisting of students V!ho.had had no previous nursing.experience and 

students who had had prior experience as nursing assistants or licensed 

pra:=:tical nur.ses. 

Seventy-two per ~ent of the .B~S~N. students reported that they se-

lected .their own patients "always" or "most of the t.l.1T,le;" and only 

·s per cent said they "rarely" or "never" chose .their own p~tients. 

The converse was true of the A.D. students: only 8 per cent reported. 

that they generaily selected their own patients, and ·go per cent said 

they rarely or never did·so. 

Forty-nine per· cent of· the. B.S. N. students, .·compared to. 27 per c·e·nt 

of the A. D. students, reported that they were ''often" or "very frequently" 

gi yen opport1.1ni ties to make · Q.ecisions. in clinical situations. Ten per 

cent of the A.D. students said they were never given the opportunity 

to make decisions, but no B.S.N.· student felt she was entirely deprived 

o·f this opportunity. 

The$e findings suggest that the B.S.N. student is provided with 

more opportunities to. assume responsibil.i ty for her own activities than 

is the A.D. stude~t. 

Seventy-nine per .cent of the B.S.N. students and 63 per cent of the 

A.D. students felt that they were entrusted with responsibility. in the 



clinical area "most of· the· time". or '.'frequently.'" Both .gro:ups appear 

to have similar· feelings about the import·ance of being_ trusted wi t.h . 

responsibility, but the B.S. N. pe.rcei ves · significantly more oppo.rtuni ty 

for the ass\lmption of autonomous and leadership. roles. in nursin'g • 

Although none of the students in the S?-mple were in advanc~d nursing 

courses., 13 per cent of B.S.N. and 6 per cent.of A.D. students r~ported 

that they often found opportunities to direct the work of. others in 

their clinical experiences. Only. 47 per cent of 'the B.S. N. st.udents, 

compared to 73 per cent of the A. D.· students, fe1 t that they .. "ra-rely" 

or "riever" received an opportunity to direct the work of others. It 

is apparent from these ·findi.ngs that B.S. N. students, even at the. 

sophomor'e and early junior levels' find more opportunities for the 

lead.ersliip role than do A. D. students. 

Fifty_-six per cen·t. of the· B.S. N. students, ·compared to '29· p~r c.ent 

·of the A. D. students, reported that they "generally"· or "always" felt 

free to offer suggestions for better ways of doing things. in the_clini

cal setting. . Only 15 per cent of the B. S .N. students, compared to 

4·5 per cent ·6f the A. p. students, reported that they would be very 

·hesitant in offering suggestions. These responses suggest that the· 

B.S. N. student i.s oriented more toward creativity and innovation within. 

a leadership role than is the A.D. student. These findings may also 

be corr~lated with.·other· findings (discusse4 in the stress .section of 

this chapter) which indicate that the B.S.N. student feels more com

fortable with, and accepted by, hospital nursing personnel than the 

A~D. student feels. 

·Significant differences were fouhd in the res.ponses of the B.S. N. · 
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'-· 

and the .A.D. students. in regard to how they tho~ght hospital nursf.ng 

personnel viewed the students' function· in the clinical setti.ng. 

Fifty-six per cent of the B.S.N. students .thought that nursing,per-

sonnel saw the student's function as· chiefly. learning,. but only 27. 

per cent bf the·A.D. students thought this. On the other hand, 35 

per cent of the A.·D. students ·thought that nursing personnel viewed 

their funct~on as chiefly.service, but only 11 per ·cent of the B.S.N. 

students thought nursing personnel viewed the students' chief function 

in the clinical area as service. About a thi~d of each group thought 

they were seen as being in the clinical area "about ·equally for· service 

and learning." 

Perceptions of how others see us reflect to some degree.how we .see 

.ourselves, so these findings are obviously correlated .with those of 

the Ot·her purpose variables already examined ... Other factors also 

probably it:J.fluenced the students' responses to this variable. The 
.. 

medical center cliBi~al facilities used by the .baccalaureate school of 

nursing are undoubtedly more teaching-learning oriented that the commu-

nity hospitals, so personnel would be much more likely to see the nurs-

ing students as "learners." Personnel in.community hospitals may indeed 

be more prone to view the students as extra hands to iighten the work 

load, especially with more difficult patients whose treatments, 

dressings, isolation precautions, etc. "will. ·give the student good 

experience." 

Variable$ ·Relating·to.Differences'in·o:rierttation·a.nd·runction·in·the 
Clinical·setting 

There were no significant stat~stical differences in th~·responses 



·of the two, student groups·in regard to·whether they viewed the:purpose 

of their clinical expe,rience as primarily to develop·tethnical·expertise 

.or.primarily to develo~ skill in dealing with·p~ych6~6cial'a~pects of 

patient care .. Seventy per cent of all the students believed that clini

cal experiences·were for the purpose of developing both kinds of skill 

"about equally .. " A larger number of B.S. N. · students ( 24 per cent) 

than. A.D. students (9 per cent) thought that clinical eXJ?eriences were 

'.'mostly" . or "primarily" to develop psychosocial .skills. The converse 

was not found, howeve~, as about the .same number in· each group (13 per 

cent of B.S.N. students and 12 per cent of A.D. students) perceived the 

purpose of clinical practice as "mostly" or 11primarily" the development 

of technical skills. 

Although the associate degree school ·aims to prepar~ profici~nt bed

side nurses, such.nurses are expected to be (and.exp~ct .themselves to 

be) much more than trained "technicians." They will be n·urses· competent 

in the ·total care of the whole patient, albeit in more ·limited settings 

than those for which the B.S.N. nursing· student is being educated. 
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·The finding· th?-t more B.S. N. students. than A.D. students saw greater 

emphasis on psyc~·lOsocial skills suggests that these students recognize 

that· they will need these skills in. almost all situations in professional 

.. ·nursing prac-~ice, whereas. few technl'cal skills are necessary in some 

health-care delivery settings (such as in mental health clinics). 

Although B.S.N. students saw somewhat 'more emphasis on the develop

ment of psychosocial skills, they found somewhat less opportunity to 

develop such . skills in dealing with the families of their patients·. 

Only 16 per c.ent of the B ~ S. N. studepts, compared to 29 per cent of the 



A. D. students, repqrted·· frequent opportunities. for learning_ to deal with 

the pati~rits' families. Also, 43 ·per cent of.the:B.S~N. students, in 

comparison to 29. per .cent of the A. D. students, said they .-"rarely" .or .. 

11 almost never" ·had opportunity to deal with .. the families of their 

patients. 

A probably explanation for· the ·above_ findings, which seem to have 

an inverse relationships to the findings regarding the previous variable,· 

is ·that patients in the medical center hospital and clinics· come· from 

all over the state, and many of them have few or no family members nearby 

for visits or su_pport except on weekends when students. are not in the 

.clinical area. Such. limitations would not obtain in community hospi

tals· or-health facilities in ·which the clients come from the immediate 

geographi-cal are.a and are therefore more likely to have family members 

nearby. 

While a majo~ity of both B.S.N. and A.D. studehts perceiv~d the ob

jectives of clinical experience as including the develo12ment of tech

nical and psychosocial skills "about equally,·" each ·group felt that 

instruction was oriented in a different direction. S~~enty per cent 

of the B.S.N. st1,1dents perceived instruction-as "generally" or "almost 

e~tirely" th~ory-o.riented, and 20 per cent beiieved it to be about 

equally oriented to theory and skill. Forty· per cent of the A.D. stu

dents, on the other hand, saw their instruct·iqn as being -"generally" 

or "almost entirely"·skill..:orierited, and 52 per cent believed it was 

. about equally oriented to skill and theory. 

The A.D. students' responses see~ to indicate that th~ objectives 

of the A.D. program are being implemented -in clinical instruction~ The 
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B~S.N. students may ·believe that instruction is too.heavily theory-oriented 

if we correlate the· above findings with others in which the B.S.N, stu

dents- perceive their· clinical experience as somewhat inadequate and i~·-
. ( . . . . 

ferior. (See ·value s·ection of this . chapter) B.S. N ~ . stude'nts appear to 

recognize that they are being prepared for professional nursing roles, but 

that clinical skills receive insufficient emphasis in t:heir curriculum. 

In 1:;urnmary, the find~ngs in regard to the ;perceived purposes of the 

clinical ·experience by nursing students indic.ate that B.S. N. students 

more often see these experiences as theory and learning_oriented, an~ 

for the development of-psychosocial and leadership skills in autonomous 

nursing roles. The A~D. student more often ~erceives the clinical ex-

perience as being skill and service oriented, but believes that there is 

a certa,in degree of balance between theory and ·skill, learning and ser-

vice·,·. and technical an·d psychosocial skills in her clinical experience. 

She finds less opportunity for autonomous activity o,r the practice of 

leadership skills than does the B·.S.N.- student.· 

Vaiue of the-Clinical-Experience 

The discussion of findings presented in the previous section of this 

chapter lead to th~ conclusion that B.S.N. students and A.D. students 

perceive ."the purposes of their clinical experience differently. In 

this section the s·tudents '· ideas and .attitudes regarding the value or · 

worth of the clinical experience will be discussed. 

Of six variables designed to discover how students perceived the 

value of their clinical experience, four elicited significantly different 

responses from the .two groups, with A.D. stud~nts perceiving greater value 
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in their program in each case than did the B.S.N. students. There 

was ho significant differ~nce be~ween·respons~s of studerits with prior 
J . . . . 

nursing experi~nce- and those with hone. -Table IV. presents ·the B.S. N . 

. and A.D. student group responses to the six questions r~lating t6·value 

of the clinical experience. 



Q. No., 
· Signif. 

6 

.0008 

9 

.0000 

14 

.3366 

23 

.3480 

24 

.0002 

25 

.0126 

TABLE IV 

·STUDENT." RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RELATING 
TO VALUE OF CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

A copy of the·questionnaire including phrase responses is located 
at Appendix A. 

.. Responses. (%) 
Question Group· A. .B. ·c. D 

Do .. you feel that the number and BSN . 0 0 ·36. 7 46.7 
kind of clinical experiences 
provided for you are adequate? AD. 1.9 . 5. 8 65.4' . 25.0 

Do you feel that. your clinical . BSN 13.1 ·32. 8 37.7 9.8 
experlence will be helpful in 
handling yo1.1r first job after 
graduation? 'AD 57.7 25·. 0 11.5 1.9 

Are you ever assigned to do BSN . 3. 3. 13.1 41.0 32.8 
something which seems to you to 
have no value as a learning. AD .: 0 : 7. 7 1+8.i 26.9 
experience? '. 

Do you think that observance·of BSN . 8. 2 26.2 52.5 9.8 
hospital routine is valued more 
t·han individual patient's needs· 
and desires in the hospital? AD . : 9·.6 ·19 .. 2 44.2 ·15.4 

. . . . . 

How do you think the . clinical ·BSN . 6 .. 8 13 .·6 20.3 40.7 
experience you· are getting com-

.pares to that obtained by older 
graduate nurses that .YOU know? . AD 7.7 .36. 5 38.5 13.5 

• I • • .... . . . . . 

.'· 

Do you think· the "real" situa- .BSN- 28.3 30.0 28.3 6.7 
'tions you Hill meet after. gradu-
at ion will be different from 
those you experience as a stu-
dent? AD 10. o. 16.0 .42 ~ 0 .18. 0 

... . . . . . 
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.E 

. 16.7 

1.9 

6,6 

3.8 

. 9. 8 

17~3 

3.3 

. 11.5 

18.6 

3.8 .. 

6.7 
-

14.0 



One .area in which there was ag:r;eetnent. between B .8-.N. students. and 

. A.D .. students was .. in·: re~ponse to the _question,-· i'Are. you. ev_er assigned 

to do ·s.omething ~hich seems to you .to have no value as a. learning ex

perience?_" . Forty-thr:ee percent of all students. answered .that they · 

''rarely" .or "almost neve':r" were given .tasks. which were of no value as 

learning_ experiences, and 4~ percene said they were only occaEd.op.ally 

given such a9signmerits. Although there was general agreement of· re-
' . ; ,·· ' 

. . . . - . 

spouses' 16. percen"t of the. B.s. N •. students~ compared to ·only a percent 
. - . ~ . . 

of the A-.D ... students, said they w~~e ·frequently given as!;dgnment.s wh:;i..ch 
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. _they perc·eived .~o be without learni~g value·. Sinc·e most··of the. students 

. agre_ed that their. assignments were usua:ily valuabl~ as .lea:rning experi-:-

ences, ·these. negative. responses may. indicate· smne·l.riadequacies in the 

eonnnunication· of the objectives of the clinical experience ·by:the_'instruc~ 

tors, or inattention or la,ck of interest in certain groups of students.· · 

Students were ~sked. wh.ether the-y: 'tho~ght. hospital routine or patie~ts' 

. needs and desir~s were· valu¢d mCJre in. the hospital·~ Forty:-nine percent 

··of the students in both. groups agr.eed that an att~mpt wa:s made· to. main-: 
. . . 

tairi a balance b et~een hospital routine ~nd the . pa.tt~nt~' needs and 

desires. Thirty-two per·cent believed that hospital-routine was "usually" 

. or "almost· always" valued .. most,· and 19 percent th~ught. th~t the patients' . 

. . needs and. desires were usualiy v.alued most •. (Students' perceptions .abo_ut 
. . 

. . ' • .' I 

the ~ay ·things are ·in the institu-tion_ do not·· necessarily reflect the 
. . . -- ' .. 

students' belie~s about the .way· they :thi~k -they ought to.be.) 

There was a highly .sign~ficant differertce between ·the. attitudes ex-:-· 

pressed by B.S.N. students and A.D. students toward the quality of 



their cliniQal experience- compared to· that obtained by older graduates 

with .whom. they· were acquainted.. Fifty...,nine per cent of the B. S .N. 

StUdentS thought. that their.· Clinical· eXperience WaS "not 'quite aS good II 

or· '.'greatly inferior" to that of. older graduate nurses, and only 20 

per cent thought it· was "somewhat betteri' or ngreatly supe~ior." Only 
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17 _.per cent o.f the A· D. students ·thought their clinical experience was 

0 not quite as go.od" or ."greatly inferior," but 44 per. cent·· believed the 

experience they were obtaining was "somewhat better" or "gr.eatly ·superior" 

to that obtained by older graduates. 

A poss.ible explanation for the wide differences in . responses by the 

two groups may. be that. A.D. students, in c.omparing their own "bedside 

nursing 0 preparation-with that of.older nurses·who w~re also usuaily 

prepared to be bedside nurses, can see th:at they have mariy more advan..., 

tages to9-ay (better_ teaching mater~als, better ·prepared instructors, 

or more complex skills to learn, for example). The.B.S.N~ student who 

is being educated for a professional nursing · care~r. in a liberal school 

which emphasi~~s· independent study and student resporisibi;Lity for her 

own learning may have difficulty in making_a valid comparison between 

her own experiences and those of.older graduates,·most of whom are pro;... 

ducts of mo~e. traditional nursing schools whose'. emphasis was often pre""" 

paring good bedside nurses above all· else. Such a student may _possibly 

infer.that the different.quality she perceives in her experiences is 

synonomous with. inferior q'uali ty. 

Another significant difference between the two groups was in responses 

regarding their feelings about the similarities or differences between 

student experience_s and the "real" situations they would encounter after 



·.graduation.. Fifty-eight. per cent of· the ·B~S~N. ~tudents., cqmpared to 

26 per cent bf·the A.D. students, thought that the "real" situations 

they would rrieet·after graduation.wouid probably be quite different-from 

student· experiences. ·Thirty-two per cent of the A.D.. students thought 

there might be few or no differences, but-only 13 per cent of the· B.S~N. 

student's expected this degree . of similarity to stw;ient experiences. 

Since a 1·arge . number of the A. D.. students· already live in the area 

in .which they are atte.nding college~ they are quite like.ly to be em

ployed later by th'e same. community hospitals in .which they receive their 

clinical expeflience and·may in fact find fewer differences in the "real" 

situation after graduation .than the B.S. N. student will. On the· other 

hand, the B.S.N. students come from a state-wide geographical area to 

the health-sciences .college~ and most plan to· work elsewhere than in· 

the locale. in which they rec~ive their nupsing education, so are probably 

realistic in expecting many differences in the "real" situations they 

will encounter later. Another factor to consider is th~t the B.S.N. 

·student can expect to. choose a nursing care.er from a wide variety of 

health-care delivery areas, and may consider that the particular kinds 

of clinical practice they have experienced thus ·far in their nursing 

program is little- related to what·they have in mind for themselves after 

graduation. 

The possibility that tbe·B.S.N. student is concerned because she 

truly fe~ls she i:::; be~ng inadequately prepared for the "real". world 

·o·f nursing must .also be taken into account, and cons-ideration must be 

given to the implications this has for nursing education. 

Student att~tudes ·toward ·the helpfulness which student cliniqal ex-



perience will have on.their ability tohandle their·first job after 
. . 

graduation a:~;e correlated with the previous questiop. regarding the 

''real" ·si t·uati~n. The B.S. N. student felt that her clinical .experience· 

would be· of.less value to her in ·her first job than the A.D. stude.nt 

·did. Eighty-three per cent of the· A~D .. :students thought their cll.nical 

experience .. would prove "very. helpful" (58 per cent) or at least 

"in.oderate:iy help.ful "- ( 2 5 per cent) in handling their first job after 

graduation. Forty-six .per cent of the B.S.N. students believed that 

their clinical· experience wou,ld be "very helpful" ( 13 per cent)· or 

. . . . . . 

"moderately helpful" ( 33 per cent). The same reasons may be advanced. 

for the differences in the responses to.this· question as were.exposited 

for the previous .one. 

One of the greatest differences between the responseS of B.S.N. 

students and A~ D .. students was to the question, "Do you feel that the 

number and kind of clinical exper,iences provided far· you are adequate?" 
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. Sixty-five per..·cent of the ~.D. studen~s thought ·their clinical experiences 

were adequate, but only 37 per cent of the B.S.N. students perceived them 

as adequate. The other ·63 per cent of the·B.S.N. students classified. 

their clinical experiences as inadequate to some degree, whereas only 

27 per c.eht of the A. D. students thought their· clinical experiences 

w~re.inadequate to some degree. Four A.D .. students thought the experiences 

were "more than necessary" but no B. S ·. N. student perceived any· excess ·in 

number or· kind of clinical experiences .• 

The findings related to this variable corroborate the opinions often 

vol.ced by B.S.N. st~dents in conversations and "bull sessions." The 

inadequacy of their clinical .experience_ is apparently one o'f the·greatest 



concerns and chief complaints of the baccalaureate.students in this 

·sample. Without . further research it is impossiple to say whether this 

conG·ern is common to baccalaureate students in general, or whether it 

is related only.-t6 this student group. 
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It is normal for students in any s'chqol .to complain loud, long, and 

e~oquently. at times about one aspec~ or ancithep .of the school they attend, 

and such 11 gripes 11 are to be expected and discounted to ·some degree. It 

is also possible that some extraneous condition ( a test in the offing?. 

a term paper .. due?) may have influenced the ·re~pQnses of the ~tudents· on 

. the pa,rticul~r day that the. questionnaire was submitted. However, the· 

fact that almost two-thirds of the B.S.N. students perceived thej~ clini

cal experiences as inadequate should be given serious .. consideration by 

faculty members and clinical instructors. If indeed the clinical· ex-· 

periences are.found to be inadequate to the perceived or real needs of 

the students, thought should be given to means for remediating the situa

tion. If there is· valid reason to believe ·that the ·clinical experiences 

provided ~ adequate in number and kind, then there must be other rea

sons for the students' perceptions of them as inadequate. Are the ob

jectives of the clinical experience clear to the students? Are the 

. overall objectives of the ·professional nursing program understood by· 

·the student? Is. the student making. unreasoned comparisons betw~en her 

own preparation for professional nursing and traditional expectations of.· 

nursing.which she has absorbed from various sources? TheE?e questions 

defy easy solution, but they must be investigated and solUtions sought 

if students in professional.schools .are to gain the maximum value from 

their nursing education program. 
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In summary~ the variables· relating to. st.udent perception$ of the valu,e 

of their.clinical.exp~rience were highly· correlated. The. A.D. student 

··seemed to feel. very secure about· the worth and value of her clinical 

experiences~ ~s indicate~·by the largepercentages of responses indi-

eating belief that their experiences were adequate~ be-tter than those 

obtained by older nurses, and would be very helpful in.the "real" situa

tion after graduation. In . .contrast, the .B ~ S. N. student susta~ned much .. 

doubt regarding the worth or. value of. the cl.inical experiences provided 

in their nursing.program. There are implications in. these findings for· 

. faculty_· re-evaluation of the clinical aspect of. bacc.alaureate nursing 

education. 

Satisfactions in'the'Clirtical·Experiertces 

One of the significant findings of this study, which supports those 

of. Fox, et al. , ( 1, 2) , Gunter ( 3) , Stein ( 7) , and. Vaughan ( 19) , was 

that students der.i ved a high degree of s·atisfaction from their ·clinical 

experiences. · The . maan average of students who found clinical experiences 

very satisfying was 48 per cent ( measur.ed by the seven satisfaction 

·variables on the questionnaire)', whereas the average_percentag~ of 

students experi.encing moderate to high stress levels. in clinical ex-

perience was . 24 per cent .(measured by the· ten .stress variables in the 

study). 

It is true that any situation which.may be stressful can also.be a 

source of satisfact.ion for the individual who can overcome his fears·' · 

conquer difficult probiems, resolve conflicts, achieve satisfying re-

lationships with othePs, or receive recognition for work well done. 
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Thes.e ·potentially stressful factors may then. yield. gr~at satisfaction .. 

. However, for· ~he pui:lposes .of· this sttid.y, separate. variables ( w~ th one 
.. 

ex~eption) wer·~· used for m.easu.ring stresses and s'atisfactiqns. Re-

sponses to-item number.20· on the questionnaire indicated that going to 

the clinical ·area was anticipated with varying degrees or.joy or dread~ 

so this variab.le was included in both the set of variables for measure-

ment of satisfaction and the set for measurement of stress. Student 

responses to. the seven satisfaction variables are presented in Table 

v. 

Although. ,most students generally found much satisfaction in clinical 

experience,· there were some aspects of clinical practice which B.S.N. 

s,tudents found more satisfying and other aspects which A. D. students 

found more satisfying. No significant differences were found betw.een 

the responses of the two. groups to three variables . 

. ( 



TABLE V 

STUDENT. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RELATING 
TO SAT.ISFACTIONS IN CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

.33 

A copy· of the questionnaire including phrase responses is located at 
Appendix A. 

Q. no., · ·Responses·.(%)· · · · · 
Signif. Question· Group A. . .B. - . .. C .... ·n . E . . 

1 ·Are your . clinical experiences: . BSN 4. 9 . 26·. 2. 31.1 37 . .7 -
more or less satisfying tha:ri 

.0152 you expected them to. be? AD 17.3 19·. 2 46.2 . 17.3 -
. . . '. - . 

·4 As a r.esul t of your ex- BSN 31.1 26 .• 2 19.7 16.4 6.6 
periences as a student in 
the hospital setting, do you 
think you would like to work 

.0014 in a hospital'? AD 67 .. 3 1·9. 2 9.6 3.8 0 
.. ' . . ' .. . . . . . 

8 . , . Do you .sel~ct your. own pa-. BSN 24.6 47.5 19.7. 6.6 1.6 
.0000 tients? AD 1.9 .3. 8 3.·8· 11.5 78.8 

. , 

'·18 Are there. some kinds of pa-. ·BSN 3.3 13.1 18 .·0 41.0 . 24.6 
.tients whom you do not like to 

.1688 have assignments? AD 3.8 11.5 
.. 

9.6 ·28.8 46.2 as 
. . . . . . . .... 

19 Are you all'owed to.plan .. your BSN 49. 2. 32.8 13.1 4.9 0 
own work so as to accomplish 

.1436 your assignment? AD 40.4 23.1 23.1 7.7 . 5. 8 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

20 Do you ever dread. to go to BSI'J, 4.9 11.5 .39. 3 34.4 9.8 
the cli~.i,cal area for your 

.6707 tour of duty? AD .3. 8 13.5 34.6 28.8 19.2 
• • 0 • . . . .. . . . . . . 

22 Do you feel free to offer 'BSN 16 .. 4 39.3 29.5 13.1 1.6 
suggestions for ways to do 
things better in the clini-

.0018 cal setting? · AD ... 15 .. 4 .13 .• 5 .. 25 .. 6 34.6- 11·.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 
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·Anticipation of going to the clinical assignment indicated that 

clinical experience. was a source of greater satisfaction than s-tress, 

and there was no significant· difference in responses between or within 

groups. Forty-six percent of all students reported that they. "generally 

liked to go" -or "looked forward to going;." compared to only 17 .percent 

who said that they "frequently" or "almost always_" dreaded to go to the 

·clinical area. 

Their association with pa.tients was one. of the greatest sources of 

satisfaction to all the st'udents in the sample with no significant dif

ferences between the two groups. Seventy percent of all students stated 

that they enjoyed having all kinds of patients as assignments 'or had only 

an occasional pat·ient whom they .wo~ld prefer not t~ have. Orily four stu

'dents (3. 5 ·percent) in the. total sample of 113 students stated. that they 

disliked "many·kinds" of·patients as assignments. 

There seemed to be a trend for less enthusiasm for "all. kinds of patients" 

in those B.S.N. students who had had prior nursing experience. Only 55 per

cent of these students rep.orted enjoying almost all kinds o.f patients, com

pared to·79 percent of their non~experienced classmates. Only' 10 percent 

of. the non-experienced ·stuqents said they disliked quite a few kinds of 

patients, but 21 perc·ent of those with prE7vious' ntirsing experience in· 

nursing admitted that they disliked ·quite a few kinds. of patients as 

assignmen-ts. Significant differences were not found within the A.D. group, 

although the· minor differences that did exist were of a similar nature to 

those existing between experienced and non-ex_peri~nced B.S.N. students. 

These findings:suggest that pat'ient care provide~ a high degree of 

satisfaction for nursing students, but that those ·with previous nurs.ing 
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_experience exhibit less enthusiasm for "all kinds of patients" as assign:

ments. ·It ·may be th·at these students are recalling experiences with more 

difficult. or more· u11pleasan~ pati~nts_than the .student with no .previous 

pursing .background has yet encountered .. 

Opportunity for planning one's own work in the clinical setting_ was a 

source of great satisfaction for students in both B. S .N. and A.D. ·r1ursing. 

programs. . Seventy-three per cent of all students reported "that they· were· 

generally allowed"to plan their own work for the accomplishment of their 

assignment,": and only 9 per cent r~ported that they "rarely" or "never" 

.were allowed to plan their own work. Although there was no statistically 

significant -differences in responses between or within groups, .it was 

noted that 80 per cent of the B.S. N .. students., compared to 63. 5 per cent 

of the A.D .. students felt they· were generally allowed to plan their own· 

work, suggesting that the profe~siqnally oriented. student perceives and 

. utilizes greater opportunity for autonomous action in the cli_nical setting. 

The question, "Do you select your· own patients?", was included in 

this sect.ion of the study (as well as in the "purpose" section) because 

it is assumed that making our own choices and'decisions is invariably 

more satisfying than having others choose and decide for us. Twelv~ 

times as many B.S. N. students ( 72 per cent) as A .. D·. students (.6 per cent) 

reported that the~: selected their own patients ·most of the time .or·al

ways.. Ninety_ per ·cent of the A.D. students, hut only 8 per cent of the 

B.S.N. students, reported that :they rarely or.never selected their own 

pa,tients. 

There .is an explanation for the great di"fference (p · <: .0001) in the 

responses of the two gr_oups, . however" ;rn accordance with the greater 
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· degree of freedom and. autonomy fos.tered in the more pr.ogressive bacca-

laureate nursing programs, these B.S. N .. students were in fact encouraged 

to select their. own patients after ·deciding for themselves what kinds of 

learning experiences were needed. Students in the A.D. program were 

generally assigned patients by their instructors,. who kept careful re-

cords· of each student·' s achievements in tbe clinical ar~a, and could 

thus determine what kinds of experiences the student needed to widen 

her repertoire of skills. The. A.D. · students' respo'nses to this variable 

would not necessarily indicate that the A.b. students do'riot derive 

.satisfaction from this plan for selecting patients. The A.D. student may 

indeed achieve a high degree.of satisfaction from systematically adding 

a wi~eriil}g variety of skills and experiences. to her list o:f accomplish-

ments. 

There was no significant difference within the B.S.N. student group, 

but there was a significant difference in responses within the A.D. 

group. Seventeen per cent of the students with L.P.N. experience re,;.. 

ported that they selected their own patients "sometimes" or "most of 

the time",.whereas only 9 per cent of the other A.D.· students.report~d 

that they ever chose their own patients at any time. Since most of the 

L.P.N. students were at a more advanced level in their program, as well 

as being experienced ·licensed·practical nurses, it seems logical that 

they w~uld .be permitted s~mewhat more freedom of choice .in selecting 

their own learning experiences than the younger students. It is also 

possible that the L.P.N. students, having already received certain ·ex-

periences on the job in the L. P. N. training pr.ogram, were sometimes 
(' 

permitted to ·select alternative experiences· rather than repetitive ones. 
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Respon$eS ~J:o· the question·, "Do you feel· free to offer suggestions for 

·Ways to do things better in the clinical setting?", are discussed in this 

sect-ion as well as the ·"purposes" section because it" is assumed that. there . 

·is a great potential for satisfaction in being able to contribute some:

thing of value and have it received as. worthy. of consideration .. 

B.S.N. students' rE3sponses to the· above question·were· significantly 

different from the responses of the.A.D. students. Fifty-six per cent 

of the B~S.N. students said they "generally" or "always" felt free to 

offer suggestions for improved.ways of doing things in the.clinical set

ting, but only 29 per cent of the A. D. students felt this .degree. of free

dom to offer suggestions. Six A.D. students (ll.S.per cent) -said that 

they "wouldn't dare" ·offer such suggestion~. but only.one B.S.N. student 

(1.6 per cent) felt such t!'epidation. Within group responses showed ·no 

significant diff~r~nces. · 

The B.S.N. students' greater feeling of freedom in regardto contri

buting suggestions in the clinical area indicat13s that they may perceive 

·more re<:!eptivity in their teaching. hospital and other clini'cal· areas,.most 

of which are associated with the college they attend, whereas the A.D. 

s·t.udent, who receives most of her clinical experien<:::e in community has- . 

pitals with more traditional 'routines and established procedures, may 

believe ·that her suggestions,would be ignored or derided or would create 

. antagonism in the staff nurses, by whom she ·often feels merely tolerated 

or even less accepted. 

Questions concerningfeelings of satisfaction about clinical experiences 

in general.received significantly. more positive ·.~esponses. from the A~ D. 

students than from· the B. S·. N. student.s. Only 5 per cent of the B.S. N. 
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students .found clinical . experiences "much more satisfyi.ng" .than expected; 

39 per cent .found them "much less s·atisfying .·" Seventeen per cent of 

the A. D. stuEI.ents .found clinical experiences "tnu,ch more .satisfying" and 

the same number :found _them "much less satisfying" _than expected. There 

. were no significant differences within either group. 

_, .. These findings may be ·~elated to the B. S .N. stude~ts' percept~ons. re

garding inadequacy of clitlical experience ' difference of cl_ini.cal ex

perien?e from the "real"_ life situation, and ·other negative feelings 

previously discussed in the value ·section of this chapter. The greater 

fulfillment of expectations of satisfaction reported by the A.D. student 

correlate with their more po.si ti ve feelings about the· value of their 

clinical experience. 

Satisfying clinical experiences in the. hospi ta,l ~-etting are indicated 

by 86 per cent of the A~ D ... students who _reported that, as a result of their 

ho~pital clinical experience, they woul¢1 probably enjoy working in a 

hospital. Only 4 ·per cent of the A. D. -students said they didn't think 

they would_ like hospital work. Fifty-seven per cent of the B.S.N. stu

dents thought they ·would probably like hospital work, 16 per cent said 

· they didn't think they wou:J_d like i i., and· 7 per ce~t ·said they · defirii tely ·· 

would not like it .. ·· Again, there was no significant' differences within 

the.group$. 

There may be several" interpretations of the-responses to this variable 

relating to hospital .experiences. There is again a high correlation with 

the students' attitudes toward the value of their clinical e~peri.ence. 

It. is· noted that the A.D. student ·responds very . favorably to the idea. 

of hospital employment here, although she perceived rather unsatisfying 

relationships with the hospital nursing personnel. This may not _he a 
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very-influential factor in relation to the variable under_discussion, 

however, becavse the general orientation of.the·A.D. student toward 

bedside nursing almost automatically .shapes her expectations and job 
. . . 

objectl_ves toward episodic or hospital nursing. On the other hand, 

the B.S. N. s·tudent re.cei ves an orientation toward broader opportuni-

ties for nurses in. both "epi'sodic ahd dist~ibuti ve health care settings' 

$0 ·n.er response may indicate not so much a n_egati ve attitude tow·ard has-

pi tal nursing, but rather a preferen·ce for some other area of health· 

care practice. 

·Stresses in ·the ·Clinical·. Experience 

Several aspects of the clinical experience were examined in an effort 

to determine what areas of practice produced the most concern amo.ng nur.s-

ing students. Statis.tical analysis of the· ten· variable~ related to 

stress showed that·tbere were no significant differences in the attitudes 

or per.ceptions of B.S.N. students ~nd A.D. students on six variables but 

there were significant differences on four variables; The·re were more· 

similarities than differences, suggesting that nursing students_ generally 

per<:eive the same situations as being productive of stress. Student. 

responses to. the variables· re.lating to stresses. iri clinical experience. 

are presented in Table VI .. 

·. 



TABLE VI 

STUDENT RESPONSES TO- QUESTIONS RELATING TO 
STRESSES IN CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

A copy -of the questionnaire indluding phrase responses is located at 
Appendix A. 

Q. no., ·Responses : (%) 
Signif. Question ·G~oup: -A .. 'B. ·c .. . D ... 

'. 

2 Do you find conflict between the BSN 14.8 24.6 44.3 11.-5 
way you are expected to do _things 
in actual· practice ·and the way 

• 3317 you w~re taught in class? AD 24.0 30.0 38-.0 .. s .. o . 
. . . . . . ' ·'· .... . . . ... 

7 Do you find the nursing per- BSN 2q_. :2 57.4 16.4 0 
. 0061 sonnel in· the hospital helpful?· AD 5.:9 60.8 21.6 . 7. 8 . 

. . . . . . . 

10 Bave you, as a ~esult of·a iBSN 10.'0 13.3 10 .. 3 23.3 
stressful situation in yo~r eli-
nical experience, ever considered 

.1167 ·leaving the School of . Nursing? AD 3.8 3.8 13.5 23.1 

12 Do. you feel under pressure in BSN 11.5 29.5 36.1 13.1. 
regard to getting.your assign-
ment finished and still doing 

.6351 a good job? AD 21.·2 28.8 34.6 9.6 
. . . . .. . . 

17 Do you feel that there are con- BSN 1.6 6.6 31.1 49.2 
flicting interests between your 
clinical instructors and the 

.nurses who head or staff the 
.0427 clinical area? . AD 7.7 9.6 48.1 23.1 

' ... 

20 .. Do you ever dread to go to the BSN 4."9 11.5 39.3 34.4 
clinical area for your tour ·.of 

.6707 duty? AD· '3. 8 13.5 34-.6. 28 .. ·8 
.. . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . 
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.E . 

4.9 

0 
. . 

0 
3.9 
... 

35.0 

55.8· 

9.8 

5.8 

11.5 

11.5 

·.9. 8 

19.2 
. . . 

.CONTINUED ...•. 
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'. 

Q. 
.. · · ·Res ~onses ·.c %) · · no., 

Signi"f. Question: .... . .. ' ·Group: . ·A· . . ·B .. . c ... D .. ·E .. 

26 .Do you experience difficulty BSN 11.7 . 20.0 46.7 21.7 0 
in the clinical setting be-
.cause of a discrepancy between 
the time you lear:n theory in 
the classroom and apply it in 

.1824 the cl.lnical setting? AD 13'. 5 28.8 30.8 21.2 5.8 
. . . . . . ... 

27 Do you. think' the amount of BSN . 3. 3 6.7 73.3 13. :r 3.3 
super vision given by your 
inst·ructors in the clinical 

.0351 setting is. the right amount? AD 1.9 0 .65. 4 32.7 Q. 
. . . . . ... . . . . . .. 

28 Do you worry about· making a · ·BSN .13.3 40.0 38.3 8.3 0 
. 6652 mistake· in patient care? AD l5.7 31.4 45.1 . 5. 9 2.0 . 

. . .. '. 

29 ·Are you concerned about how -BSN . 13.3 13.3 35.0 30.0' 8.3 
you will be graded or 
evaluated on performance of ,. 

.0010 clinical skills? AD 44.9 20.4 20:.4. 12.2 2.0 
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The .clinical experie~ce, p~r se, . was not seen as ·espe.cially stressful. 

Relatively few. (16 per cen.t) o'f the total·sample r~ported that they had 

ever seriously·considered leaving the school of nursing·because of a 

stress·ful situation in the clinical area, or ·that they often dreaded to 

go to their clinical assignment. 

·Interpersonal Relation·s with Hospital Nursing Personnel 

Interpersonal relat.ionships between ·students and hospital nursi.ng per

·sonnel with whom they came in contact were· relatively urii~portant· as 

. sources of stress; although 11 per cerit .of the A.D. ·students perceived 

negative attitudes .- "pay no attention to me" or "seem to. make' my work 

harder for me." None of the B.S.N. students encountered these negative 

attitudes in .. hospital nursing personnel. Seventy-severi per cent of all· 

studen·ts in the sample found hospital nursing personnel generally help

ful, and 26 per cent of the B.S.N. students felt they were ''always" help-:

ful. Only 6 per cent of the A.D. students found the personnel "always~' 

helpful .. 

A possible explanation for the signi'ficant differences elicited by this 

variable may be that the ·A.D. students receive their clinical experience 

in community hospitals staffed primarily by. older diploma n·urses and 

t.P.N.s. with lengthy ·experience in the institutions. These staff members 

may feel threatened.·by this ·"new breed" who in two. short year.s· will be 

R.N. s wi t}1 college degrees. These staff memb.ers are also often prone 

to view the presence of students as a great bother--present' just often 

.. enough to upset routine, but not enough to be of·much service. 

The ·B.S.N. students receive most of their hospital experience in the 

l·arge teaching hospital b~longing to .the heal th . ..:.sciences college ~hey. 



attend, and many of the staff members are less· permanent, generaLLy 

younger, and often working on further nursing degre~s themselves. It 
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might be possible that such an atmosphere would probably ·be more friendly 

to the nursing student than thc9.t in which the A.D .. student has her clinical 

experience. 'l 

Another· aspect qf interpersonal relationships that was perceived 

differently by B.S.N. students and A.D. students was the conflict they 

noted between th~ir instruct:ors and the·clinical nursing personnel. 

Seventeen percent of ·the A.D. students, .compared to only 8 percent of 

the B.S.N. students, perceived conflicting .interests."frequently" or 

"most. of the. time" between tll.eir instructors and the staff :nurses. Only 

half as many A.D. stude11ts (33 percent) as B.B.N. students (61 percent) 

felt that there was little or no· conflict between instructors .. and clinical 

staff. 

These find.ings correlate with the findings regarding student percep

tions of staff nurses' attitudes toward ·nursing students. The reasons for 

the above findings" are prob~bly similar to the reasons advanced. for the 

differences in student perception~ rega;rding staff attitudes toward them

selves. 

There were no significant differences between the attitudes of ex

perienced and inexperienced students ,in either.group in regard to· staff 

attitudes toward students and instructor-staff nurse conflicts~. 

Al~hough problems in interpersonal ·relationships do not appear to 

~ate as high stress factors. in either group,. they pose p~·s.sibly greater 

potential for stress in the .A.D .. student:s' experience·. 



·Conflict ·Related: to ·Classroom ··Theory .. and· Its · Practic~l ·Application 

. There were no ·sign.iffcant _diff~~erj.ces between groups nor within 

groups in relation to the manner in which students ·perceived conflict 

between classroom .theory and it·s practical application. Only 13 per 

cent Of all. S·tUdents in the· sample perceiVed. 11 fr~quent 11 or "continual 11 

conflict, 41 per cent noted only occasional conflict, and. 46 pe_r cent · 

saw rare or no conflict between ·the way they were taught. in· class and.· 

the way they vlere e~pected to. do things in actual practice.. This aspect 

of clinical experience appears to be a relatively low stress factor 

for both B.S.N~ and A.D. students. 
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Although there was little conflict .between taught theory ·and expected 

practical performance, there was much conflict seen between the.time of 

classroom teaching and the need for practical application .of learned 

knowledge. Thirty~seven per cent of all students in the sample ex~ 

perienced "moderate" to "great" difficulty in the clinical setting because 

of a ~iscrepancy between the time they learned theory in the ·classroom 

and needed to apply it i~ clinical situations. Few:er than a quarter of 

the students (24 per cent.) reported that they "rar~ly" or "never" ex-

: perienced difficulty because of this time discrepancy. This was .a hi~h 

stress factor for both A.D. and B.S.N. groups, and seems to indicate that 

curriculum and course planning should be mo·dified for ·closer correlation 

between classroom ·theory_ and related c}inical exper~ences. 

Although no significant differences were fo)und between groups or within 

groups, there. was a trend for. those' students with prior nursing experience 

as nursing assistants or t.P.N.s to find fewer difficulties because of. 

time lag than did st~dents with no previous experience. Experienced stu-
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dentE; are probably able. to draw on knowle.dge gained in other situations 

when confronted with something in the clinical setti.ng for which class:

room teaching ha.s not·yet prepared them, whereas the non-experienced stu

dent has no such resources for .coping with such discrepancies. 

Clinical Supervision 

A few students found clinical supervision.stressful for two different 

~easons--either too much supervision or inadequate supervision. Thirty

three per cent of the A. D. students felt there ·was some.times insufficient 

supervision, but only 17 per ·cent of the baccalaureate students found 

this a problem. On the contrary, 10 per c·ent of the baccalaureate stu

dents , compared to . only 2 per cent. of the ·A.D .. students, felt there was. 

sometimes too much supervision. It· appears that the baccalaureate. students 

sometimes feel that they are not giv~n enough opportunity to manage.their 

work independently. 

It is know that the A.D. students worked .individually in widely 

separated . areas in ·a community. hospi ~al, and it. may be· that instru.ctors 

were not always able to be at hand when needed. In the B;S.N. program, 

much 6f the hospital clinical experience was on a mult1ple assigmnent 

basis, so it may be that the student, support:ed by ·peers, felt. less. fre.:... 

quent need for the supervising instructor.. It is also logical to assume 

that the ·instructor.could circulate among several groups of three stu

dents more thoroughly than among the same number of students on individual 

assignments. 

Although there were .some significant differences in the perceptions of 

B.S.N. students and A.D. students, 70 per cent of all the st'Ll:dents thought 



they received about the· ri~ht amount .. of supervision, indicating that 

clinical·superv:ision wa:s not perceived as a highly stressful factor by· 

either .group.. There· were no ·significant differences in the perceptions 

·of the L.P.N. students, N.A. students, .and inexperienced students within 

each group. 

Performance and Evaluation 

One of the greatest sources of stress· ~mong students in both B.S .. N. 

and A'. D •. programs was worry about making mistakes in patient care, and 

there was no significant difference in fhe degree of concern reported 

by students in the two groups. Fifty-three per cent of the B.S.N. stu

dents and 4 7 per cent· of the A.D. students admi tt.ed to worrying "often" 

to "almost constantly'' about ·mak'ing errors in patient care, and 46 per 

cent of all stude.nts said they worried· "s·ometimes. "· · Only ·9 of· the 113 

students in the ~ample claimed they: worried "rarely" or "practi~ally 

never.·" 

There was a significant diff'e~ence within the B.S.N. group's.per

ceptions of stress in this area in that among those students w·ith ·prior 

experience as nursing assistants only 3 per cent said they "worried.· 

almost constantly," whereas 25 per.cent of those witq no prior nursing 

experience said they worried t~at much about making mistakes.· Al

though not a statistically significant.finding, none of the L.P.N. 

students in the A.D. group said :th~y worried "almost constantly," but· 

about a quarter of 'the o'ther A.D. students reported this degree of.c,;on-

·ce.rn about committing errors in patient care. 

These findings suggest·that while fear of making mistakes in patient 

care is a high stress factor among nursing students in both B.S.N. 



and A.D. programs, students with previous .nursing·experience are somewhat 

more confident' of their ·ability. to perform safely in the 'clinical setti:ng. 

Anqt;-her cause of great stress· in the clinica~ setting was the feeling 

of .pressure ass·ociated wi.th get~ing assignments. finished ori t~me and 

still doing a good job. Forty--five per cent of all student.subjects re-

ported that they felt under such pressure "frequently" or "most of the 

time." Only one-fifth · ( ],.9 ·• 5 per cent) of the. students said "they l.lrarely" 

or "almost never".felt under pressure in regard to getting assignments 

completed .on. time a_nd yet well done. No f3ignificant. differences were 

found between or within groups,· but there was a .trend within the A.D. 

·student group for the L.P .N·. students to .worry much less than their fellow 

students in regard to·completion of well-done work·on time •. Only 6.per 

cent of· the L. P. N. students worried i'most of the . time" in comparison to 

32 per cent cif the other A.D. students. Again, ~his suggests that pre-

vious n~rsing experience provides students with feelings·of confidence 

and competence. It is also probably that ·the L. p·.N. with her previous 

educational and work experience may be better 'able to organize.and execute 

her assignments than those students without such a background .. 

Another area provoking great stress .in both ·groups of nursing students 

was· evaluation and grading of their performance of·· clinical skills, but 

the A.D. students worried.significantly more about this tl:lan did the 

B.S.N. students .. sixty-:-five per cent of the A .. D. students were "usually" 
. . 

or "always" concerned about how they would. be evaluated and graded, but 

o?lY 27 per ce:nt of the B.S. N. · students exp-ressed ·such a high. degree o~ 

concern. An explanation of this difference lies in the .grading systems 

of each school. 
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In the .A.D •. schooi from· which the s.tudent .s'Ubjects··were drawn, clini~ 

cal exp.erience. is .given an actual grade' using check list crfteria t;o 
. . . .· . . 

measure the students' performance. Classroom grades, together with 

clinical· grades , make up· the course grade~ In the B.S. N· .. J2~ogram from 

which the subjects were. drawn for this. study, students contract for 

course grades, and clinical performance is evaluated as "satisfactory'' 

or "unsatisfactory·." The contraqt relieves .the student of excessive 

anxiety about grades, for she knbws that so long as her clinical evalua-

tion is "satisfactory" (whether highly so or just barely), .she can still 

·.make· the course gnade for which she contra·cted if her. clas~room grades · 

meet the contra.ct ·requirements. 

There were.no significant·differences within either group: both 

experienced and non.:..experienced students' resportses.were highly correlated 

with total responE3·es in each group. 

In summarizing the findings regarding_ student attitudes or feelings 

· about the stresses ·in clinical experience it is ·seEm that concerns about 

clinical·performance and its evaluation ranks as the ·most potentially 

stressful aspec·t of clinical experience, especially for A .D. students. 

A discrepancy between the time of classroomteaching_and clinical appli-

cation of learned knowledge is another.highly stressful. a~pect for both 

B.S.N. and· A.D. students. Conflicts between classroom tpeory and expected 

performance and between instru·ctors and clinical nursing personnel were 

productive of relatively.less s~ressful feelings. Clinical supervisio'n 

was the least stressful' aspe.ct. of clinical experience for students in. both 

· programs. It is concluded i;:hat both B.S. N. and A.D. nursing studetits per-

ceive.generally similar stresses in.the same a$pects of clinical experience. 

.. · 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY,.· CONCLUSIONS, AND 

RECOM.MENDATIONS 

·su.rmnary 

The purpose· of ~his study was to determine whether or not there were 

significant differences· in the attitudes of baccalaureate nursing stu

dents and ass.ociate degree nursing students toward thed.r clinical ex

periences, and to discover whether prior experience in nurs~ng affected 

the attitudes of the students toward their experience in the .clinical 

area. 

Of specific concern in thi~ study was how the stuqent perceived the 

purposes and valt;~.~ of her clinical 'experience .and ·to what degree she 

percei ve·d various aspects· of clinical. experience as stressful or. satis

fying. 

An attitude questionnaire d~rived from the studies .of Fox,-· Gunter, 

.and Singh ( 1, 2, . 6) was submitted to 61 st4dents· in a baccalaureate 

degree program and to. 52 students in an associate degree pr.ogram.· The 

resulting data was.subjected to a series of two-way analyses to determine 

what differences existed between and within the student groups in the 

two nursing programs. 

A review of the literature revealed that student nurses generally 
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· derive great satisfa.ction · from the· .clinical practice aspect$ of their 

nursing education (1.,. 2, 3, 7, 10) ·' and the results of this study 
. ' 

supported those findings.· The results _of this study. also supported the 

· conclusions reached in those studies ( 1, 2, 3, 7) which found that the 

.most stressful aspects of student clinical experience are· derived from 

.conflict. between· theory and ·practice' unsatisfac'tory interpers.onal re-
• • • c • • • ' 

lationships with other health -care personnel, ·and co·n.ce~n rega~ding · 

evaluation of clinical per'formance. 

Two null hypotheses were formulated and tested. The first hypothesis, 

students in bac·calaureate and associate degree .schools of nursing do not 

differ. in their perception~ of the purpo~es, ~alue ,_ satisfactions, and . 

stresses in the clinical experience;, wa~ ·rejected, as. stat_istical analysis 

' showed significant differences in responses to 17 of the 29 variables o:h 

the questionnaire. Analysis of.data related to the second hypothesis, 

students who have .had no· prior experience in nursing· do not differ from 

those who have had·prioP experience.in nursing .in their perceptions of 

the p_urposes' value' satisfactions'. and' stresses .in the clinical ex--

perience in~.ic~ted that very few significant d{ffe.rences exist between 

the attitudes·and perceptions of students with previous nursin,g experience 

and those without such experience. 

Conciusions 

The concluE;ions presented.below· are based upon the empirical :findings 
' ' 

of this study. They have been dichotomized into two major_areas: con-

clusions.relevant to the differences between attitude~ of baccalau~eate 

· .degree students and a:ssociate degree students, and conclusions re.Jevant 
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-to:differences among students who have had no nursing experience, ex-

perience as nursi-ng assistants' or -experi_ence as- licens~-d practical 
- -

- -

nurses p·rior to ·entering .their present nursing education program. The 

major con(:!lusions_ relevant to each hypothesis are presented with corolla-ry _ 

ones which were deducted from the. findings related to thi3-t hypothes"is ~ 

_·conclusions Relevant to the First Hypothes.ls: 

There are differences in the manner in which students · i_n a baccalaureate 

pro-gram and students i'0 ·an associ-ate -degree program perceive the purposes,_ 

va-lue,_satisfacti6ns, and stresses of clinical experience~ 

1. Nursing students in the two programs pe~ceive-the purposes of. 
their_ clinical experience differently~ -

a. Baccalaureate students perceive _gr~ater emphasis on 
theoretical aspects of nu~sing and leps emph~sis 
on technical sk~lls. Associate -degree students per
ceive greater emphasis on technical skil:ls. 

b. Baccalaureate students·p~rceive greater emphasis on 
the development of leadershi~ skills ihrough more 
opportun-ity for assuming respons_ibili ty and direct-:
ing- the work of othe'rs' -and mo-re freedom to- offer ' 
suggest~ons in tpe clinical setting. Associate degree 
students-find less emphasis on the development of 
leadership skills. 

·c. Baccalaureate students perceive more emphasis on 
. psychosocial aspec-ts ·of c.linical nursing, b-ut less 
opportunity to practice psychosocial sk1lls. Associate 
degree students perceive approximat~ly" equal emphasis 
on too deVelopment of both psychosocial and technical 
skills and find greater opportunity to practice psycho~ 
social skiils-than do the baccalaureate students. 

d. Baccalaureate students perceive .a more autonomous role 
for ·themselves in the clinical area than do associate 
degr,ee_ ·nurses. 

·e. Both baccalaureate-and associate degree students think 
that nursing personnel more oft~n view the students' 

. -func·_tion in the clinical setting as rtlea~ningn rather 
-than rtservice," but the baccalaureate student perceives 
this attitude in nursing personnel significantly more 
than do the associate degree students. 



2. Nursing students in the· two programs perceive different.de
grees · of valu~ in their clinic.al experiences, associ'ate degree 
students-perceiving greater value than the baccalaureate 
students. · · 

a. A majority of baccalaureate students feel that ·the number 
and kinds of . clinical experien.ces provided are generaliy 
.inade.quate. A majority of associate degree students. think 
that . their clinical experiences are adequate. . . 

b. A majority of baccalaureate· students believe that their 
.clinical experience is ·inferior to that obtained by 
older graduate nurses; only one-fifth think their .ex
periences ·are s-uperior. Almost half of the as·sociate·· 
degree students think the.ir clinical experiences are 
superior to .that of_ older. graduate nurses; .only one
fifth think they are inferior • 

. c. A majority of baccalaureate students think that the 
·"real" situations they will meet after graduation wilt 
be ·quite different fro~ those they experience as stu
dents. A majority of associate degree s·tudents think 
the.· "real" s·i tuation will be very simila;v to student 
clinical experience. 

d. Approximately forty per cent of the baccalau~eate stu
dents feel·that their clinical experience will be help
·ful in handling t0eir first ·job after graduation; twice 
as many associate degree students think it will be help
ful. 

·e. Both groups of students beli.eve that they were.rarely 
given assignments without learning val,ue in the clini
cal setting. 

3.. A majority of students in· b.oth baccalaureate and associat.e 
degree programs find much satisfaction· in clinical experiences. 

a.. ·A majority of nursing .stu.dents in both groups find 
their clinical experiences satisfying, but . a si.gnificant:ly 

· larg~r number of baccalaureate students than associate 
degree students find them less. satisfying than they had 
_expected. . 

b. Twice .as many associate degree studE?nts as baccalaureate 
students-feel that they would like hospital employment, 
based on their experien.ces in the ho9pi tal clinical 
setting. Six times as many baccalaureate as associate 
degree stvdents t·hink they would not like. hospital work. 
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c. Both student g~oups gene~ally ·feel that they:a~e allowed 
.. to plan thei'~ own work fo~ the,. accprtiplishment of thei~ 
·.clinical as-signments~ (It can be.· assumed that satis
faction is obta~ned f~om planning one's own.· activities.). 

. . . 

d. A ·majority. of students in both g~oups gene~aliy like 
to·go to·the. clinical a~ea, and enjoy.having almost 
all kinds of patients as assignments. 

4. Nursing students in both prog~ams generally pe~ceive the same 
kinds ~f situations as stressful, but associate deg~ee students 
e'xpe~ience mo~e . stress in ~egard to clinical p~actice' evalua
tion, and supervision, and in ~ega~d to inte~pe~sonal .~ela
tionships betwe~n the hospital pe~sonnel·and·"!=he students and 
inst~uctors. 

a. A 'majority of ·students iri 'both g~oups feel· under pressu~e 
at .some ti~e· in ·regard to. doing a good job· in the time 
allotted. 

b. . Half. of both groups worry a · g~eat deal about maki"ng mis
. takes in p.'atient ca~e. 

c ... A majo~ity of students in both groups expe~ience va~ious 
deg~ees of difficulty because of a·disc~epancy between 
the time they lea~n theo~y in' the classroom and. the time 
·they need to apply it in. the clinical setting. 

d. A majo~ity of students in both g~oups perceive.little 
conflict between class~oorn·theo~y and the way they a~e 
expected to do things in actual practice. 

e·. A maj o~ity of students in both g~oups pe~cei ve only . 
occasional conflict between inst~uctors.and'clinical 
sta~f nurses, but the~e is a significantly la~ge~ nmn
be~ of. associate deg~ee students. than baccalaureate 

'degree students who feel that there is frequent con..
flict. 

f. . A rnaj o.~'i ty of students in both g~oup.s feel· that the 
amount of supe~vision in the clinical area is adequate, 
but twice as many associate deg~ee .. students as. bacca
laureate ·students believe that there is sometimes in~ 
sufficient· supervision. 

g. A majority. of'students in both .groups generally.find 
nu~sing personnel helpful, . b~t .a, significant nu\Ilber of 
associate degree students perceive ·negative attitudes 
toward themselves in the nu~sing per.sonnel. 

h. . App~oximately two-thi~ds .of the associate degree stu-
.dents admit great concerri ~egarding the evaluation and 
grading of their clinical pe~fo~mance. Only abo')lt a 
fou~th of the baccalaureate students p~bfess g~eat con-
cern about evaluation. of .clinical perfo~mance .. 
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Conclusions Relevant:to .. the·second·Hypothesis: 

There are very few differences in the. manner in which students who 

have had no·.prior nursing experience and those who have had nursing 

experience bef.ore· entering_ the nursing school perceive the purposes, 

.value, satisfactions, and stresses of clinical experience. 

1. No significant differences in perceptions of the purposes of 
clinical e.xperience are ·found between students. with and with
out ·prior nursing experience within e·ither the. baccalaureate· 
or associate degree student groups. The~e .is, however, a 
trend for associate degree students with L. P. N .• . experience to 
.believe that they are given more opportunity to make autono- · 
mous decisions and_offer suggestions than are their classmates. 

2. No significant differences in the perceptio~s of the value of 
clinical experience exist within either baccalaureate 'o"r 
·asso·ciate degree student groups. 

3. · Only <?Tie significant difference is noted· in within-group 
attitudes toward the satisfactions of c.linical experience. 
Baccalaureate students without.previous nursing experience 
.have more positive attitudes in regard to liking all kinds· of 
patient assignments th~n do t.heir fellow students who have 
worked in nursing positions before entering nursing school. 

4. Students with and without previous nurslng.experienee within 
each nursing program view sources of stress similarly except in 
two instances. Baccalaureate students with .no prior nursing· 
e~perience worry significantly ·more about making mistakes.in 
patient care, and tend to encounter more difficulty because 
of a. discrepancy between the time of learning theory and having 
to apply it in practice than do the ·other sub~groups. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings and ·conclusions of this study the following 

re¢ommendations .are· submitted: 

1. Direction of. greater effort by nursing. educators to acquaint 
student nurses with the philosophical purposes and value in 
$~udent clinical experience and to providE? students with 
realistic expectations and an awareness of the limitations 
inherent in student clinical practice. 
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2. Closer.examination.by.nursing educators and clinical in
structors of the sources o:f stress and satisfaction ;in 
student. ·clinical experience for the pv.rposes of· gaining. 
new insight into students' concerns.· and. of developing 
methods reducing the stressful aspects and incr.eastng 
tl)e satisfaction potential of clinical experience. · 

a~ Development of methods to improve interpersonal 
relationships be-tween students and instructors 
in the nursing school and personnel. in the 
clinical set.ting. 

b~ -Development oi less anxiety-prov6king methods.bf 
eval~ation of student clinical performance. 

c. Exertion of greater effort toward resolving the 
dissonance between ideal classroom theory and 
actual nursing practice in the clinical setting. 

3. Revision of the attitude questionnaire with the specific pur
pose of increasing its validity and reliability. 

4. Foliowj,ng'revision of the questionnaire, ·its ad:ministration 
to nursing students on different levels in baccalaureate 
and associate degree programs in different sections of the 
tJni ted States~ · 

5. Further research regarding ·the differences between the .. 
attitudes of student nurses in ·baccalaureate and associate 
degree programs, and consideration of the.impllcations of 
differences as ·a basis for modificatiop of ,clinical pra.ctice 
experience to better fit the needs of the ·particular nursing 
education program and.the particular genre of st':idents. 

In this .study, a questionnaire was used to ascert·ain some attitudes 
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toward clinica~ experience in baccalaureate and associate degree nursing· 

students~ It is recognized that at·ti tudes ·developed in the education of 

the.student influen~e the kind of nurse she becomes .. (~, p. 160) It 

therefore seems Cippropriate .to expec~ that a refinement of the questionnaire 

and its administration to·a broad nation-wide sample would un<foubtedly 

confii"'m .. its· potential for serving as. a useful evaluation and predictive. 

instrument for nursing educators. 
,r 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Are yourclinical experiences·more or less satisfying than you expected 
them to he? 
A. Much more· satis·fying than I expected. 

· B. Somewhat. more ·satis:fy'ing than I expected. 
C. . About as I expected. · · · ' 
D. Much less satisfying than I. expecte<;L 

2. Do you find confl.lct 'between "the way· y~u are ·expected to do things· in 
actual practice. and the. way you were· taught in class? 
A. No conflict .. 
B. Rarely any conf1ict. 
c .. · Occasiorial conflict. 
D. Frequent conflict o 

E. Continual conflict~ 

3. Are you given opp.o:rtuni tie.s to make decisions in the cl'inical . experience 
situation? 
A. Very frequently~ 
B. Often 
C. Sometimes 
D~ · Rarely 
E. Practically never. 

4. As a result.of your e~periences as a student in ~he hospital setting, do 
you think you would like to work in a hospital? 
A. ·.Yes, I· think I'd like it very much. 
B. I think· I'd probably like it~ · 
C. ·My exp~riences would not ·affect my decision.; 
D. I don't think I'd like hospital employment. 
E. I definitely would not like hospital wo·rk. 
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5. Do you. think your instruction is mostly skill--oriented or theory-oriented? : 
.A. Almost entirely skill-oriented. 
B. Gene~ally skill-oriented. 
C. About equally oriented to skill and theory. 
D.. Gener~lly theory-oriented. 
E. Almost entirely .theory-oriented. 

· 6.. Do you feel .that the number ·an.d· kind of clinical experiences provided for 
you are adequ.at·e? 
A. Much·more than are necessary. 
B. A bi:t more than· are nece$sarv. 
C. . Adequate. 
D. Rather inadequate. 
E. F.xtremelv inadequatew 



Questionnaire cont. -2-

7. Do you· find tl~e nul;'sing pe·rsonnel in the· hnspi ta·l helpful? 
·A. Always· very ·helpful. 
B·. Usually helpful o 

C. Occasionally. helpful. 
DQ Pay no att~n~ion ·to me. 
E. ·seem to· .make' :my work haT'der· for me·e 

B. Do· you select ·your '"own:··patients? 
-A. Always. 
B •. Most of the time. 
C. Sometimes 
D.· Rarely 
E. Never 

9. . Do you feel that your clini,cal experience "VTill be helpful in handling 
your first· job aft.er graduation? 
·A. Very helpfulo 
B. ·Moderately helpful. 
C~ Prob?bly will be helpful. 
D.. N<? influence. 
E. Could be a detriment. 

10. Have you, a~ a result of a stressful situatiOn in your. clinical ex-. 
perience, ~~er considered leaving the School of Nursing? 

·A. Very often. 
B.. Often 
C. Occasionally. 
D. ·On rare occasions. 
E. Neve-r 

11. .Do you think the ·.nursing personnel· ·with ·whorri ·you ·come in· contact view· 
your· function as essenti-ally service· or es-se·nt~ally learning? 
A. Essen~ially servicea 
B. Mostly servr'ce. . 
C. About equally servi-ce and·· learning. 
D. Mostly· learning. 
E. Essentially learning-. 

12. Do you feel under p.ressure· in regard to getting your· assignment finished 
· ~nd still dbing ·a good ·job? 

A. Most of the time. 
B. Frequently 

-C. Occasionally 
D. Infrequently . 
E. Almost neverQ 
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Questionnai~e canto 

13o Do· your clinical eX-perien·ces .. give you an opportunity to learn 'to 
deal with ·the patient's family? 
A. In ·almost all caseso 
B. Often 
C. . Occasionally. 
D. Rarely· 
E. Almost never~ 

llto Are you ever assigned ·to do SO!Jlething which. seems· to you :to have no 
·value as a learning experience? 

A. Quite frequentlyo 
B. Frequently 
Co Occasionally 
Do Rarely 
Eo Almost nevero 

15. Do you view your clinical experiences as prima-rily to develop technical· 
expertise or primarily to develop skill in dealing· with psychosocial · 
aspects of ·pati.ent· care? 
A. Primarily to develop.t~chnical expertise. 
Bo Mostly to develop technical expertise. 
Co .. To· develop both technical expertise and skill in psychosocial 

aspects about equally. 
b. Mostly to develop skill in handling.psychosocial aspects of 

patient careo 
E •. Primarily to develop skill.in handling psychosocial aspects of 

patient care o . 

16. ·Are you entrusted with respc;>nsibili ty · in· .. your. clinical experiences? 
Ao Most of. the timeo 
Bo Frequently. 
c. Occasionally 
D .. Rarely 
E. Practically never4 

· 17. Do you· feel that there are .. confli-cting interests between your clinical 
instructors and the nurses who head·· or staff the clinical area? 
A •. Mo·st qf the time. 
B. Frequently 
Co Occasionally · 
D.. Rarely 
E. Never 



Questionnaire canto -4-

18o . Are there ·some kinds of ·patients whom you do not· like to have· as 
assignments? 
A. There are mal)y kinqs I ·dislike as ··assignments. 
B o · Thebe· ~r·e c;~.· · t"ew· kinds· I dislike to have .• 
c.. Sometimes ·r prefer not ·to·· have· certain .. kinds: of -patients. 
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Do Occasionatly there -i's · an ... indi vidual· patfent I would prefer not to have. 
·Eo I enjoy having- all kinds·. ·of patients· as assignments·.· · · 

19. Are ·you allowed to plan vot~r own work so as ·to accomplish your assignment? 

20o 

A. Almost alwaysQ 
B. Freqventlv 
Co Sometimes 
D. Rarely 
E •. Almost neve·ro 

Do 
A. 
Bo 
Co 
D. 
E. 

vou ever dread to go to the clinical· area for your tour ·of duty? 
Yes, :lust ·about every day. 
I fr~quently dread to goo 
I occasionally dread to grio 
I generally-like to goo 
I look ~orward to going;o 

21 •. Are-there opportunities ·for you to diT'ect the·work o.f others in your 
·clinic-al ·experiences?· 
A. Quite ofte;n. 
B.. Often '· 
·co .Sometimes · 
D. Rarely 
I 

E. Almost never. 
I 

i 
22 o ~o ·you fe~l free to offer suggestions :for .. ways ·to do things better in 

the clinical setting? 
A. I alway-s feel •free to offer such suggestions~ 
~· I generally·feel free to offer such suggestions. 
Co Sometimes I feel free to offe·.r.. 
DQ. I. rarely feel free to offer such suggestions·. 
Eo I woulcin·'t dare offer such ·suggestions a 

23. Do you· think·that observance of ·hospital ·routine is valued more than in
dividual patient's needs and desires in ·the hospital? 
A. Observance of hospital routine is almost always valued most .. 
R. Observance of.hospital routine is usually valued most. 
CQ There is an att~mpt to-maintain a balance bet~een hospital routine and 

th'e patient is needs and desires 0 . . . 

D. The patientws needs and desires are nsuall~ valued mosto 
E. The patient's needs and· desires are always valued most. 



Questionnaire cont. -5-

24. ·How ·do you think the· clinical experience you are· getting .comp~re_s to 
that obtained. by o1der ·graduate nurs.es that ·you know? 

25. 

A. Greatly superiora 
B. Somewhat better~ 
C. About the same. 
D.;· Not quite as goodo. 
E •. Greatly inferiorG 

Do you think the "real" situations- ycu·will me·et afte-r 
be different from those yon ·experience ·as a· student?· 
A. "Real". situations will probablv·he very different .• 
B •. "Real" situations will e·xhibit many differences. 
c. "Real" situations will exhibit some differences. 

graduation 

n. "Real" situations will exhibit very few differences. 
E. ''Realn si tuat'io'ns will probably . be no different. 

will 

26 .. Do you experience difficulty in the clinical.setting because of a 
discrepancy between the time ·you learn theory· in the· classroom and 
~pply it in the clinical settirig? 
A. A great deal of difficulty .•. 
B. A moderate amount of·difficulty. 
C. 6ccasional difficulty. 
D. Very little difficulty. 
E. ·No difficulty" . 

27. Do. you think ··the amount of supe-rvision given by your ·instructors in 
the·clinical setting is the right .amount? 
_\. Entirely too much supe.rvisiona · 
B. Sometimes too much supervision •. 
C.· About the right, amQunt of supervision. 
D. Sometimes insufficient supervision. 
E. Not nearly enough supervision. 

28. Do you worry about making a mistake in patient care? 
A.. . Almas t constant 1 y ~ 
B. Often 
C., · Sometimes 
D. Rarely 
E. Practically nevero 

.29. ·Are you concerned about how vou will be graded or evaluated on perfor
mance of clinical ·skills? 
A. Always 
B. Usually 
·c. Sometimes 
D. Rarely 
E. Never 

JM/lw 
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.APPENDIX B 

Code No~· 
----~--

·Age -----
Sex ___ ....;....__ 

Marital Status (circle One) Single :M· ·w ·n· ·sep. 

Preyious ·experience in nursing (check one or more· than one,-. ·if 
. applicable, a.nd state number ·years you worked in this capacity. · 

Nurses Aide or Assistant yrs. _......;_ _ 
___ Licensed Practical· Nurse yrs. :. 

. . 

A~D.N. Regis·te~ed Nurse yr~. ---
Diploma ·Registered Nurse yrs .. 

. ---
___ Other __ yrs. 

(speqify). 

Present l,evel in 'School of Nursing (check one) 

if BSN program: if ADN program: 

1st year student 1st ·semester 

1st q'Ll:arter sophomore 2nd semester 

2nd quarter. so:phomore .3rd semester 

3rd quarter sophomore 4th semester 

1st quarter junior 

2nd: quarter junior 

3rd quarter junior 

4th year student 



APPENDIX C 

Directions for Administering the.Questionnaire 
(to be read to the· students) . 

. This is a questionnaire regarding some. of the ways you feel about 

your ciinical experiences·, and by clinical exp.eriences I mean your 

contacts with real patients whether in the. hosp,t,tal' out-.pati~nt depart-

m~nt, nursing .home, clinics, or other setting where you actually deal 

with patients. 

This.· is. part of a research project being carried on ·by a graduate. 

nursing student as part of her requirement ·for graduation and degree. 

There are no ·right. or wrong answers tci the questions; the investigator . 

is ·interested only in what. you think and .feel about some· things. The 

data will. be confidenciai, . and used only for rese.arch purposes. Answer 

the questions the best that yqu can by blacking in .. with pencil the 

correspo~ding answer selection on the computer. ~ard. Black in the 

entir·e block so . that it will ·be sure to be picked up by the computer •. 

Your cooperation in this ,project is greatly appreciated, and you .will 

have access to the findings·when the research.pr.oject is completed, if 

you·are interested. 

Be sure to put your code.number (which you will find in the upper 

right corner of your questionnaire) on both the computer card·and on· 

the biographical. data she~t. Put your code number in the space at · 

the top left of your computer card in the' space marked "your exam 

number.'" 
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